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socks like the rest of the people, he must have a warm
house and many other things incidental to the cold
climate. We do not want all these things. I have indeed
wept to see the stark poverty and unemployment in our
country, but I must confess our own negligence and
ignorance are responsible for it. We do not know the
dignity of labour as such. Thus a shoe-maker will not
do anything beyond his shoes, he will think all other
labour is below his dignity. That wrong notion must
go. There is enough employment in India for all who
will work with their hands and feet honestly. God has
given everyone the capacity to work and earn more
than his daily bread and whoever is ready to use that
capacity is sure to find work. No labour is too mean
for one who wants to earn an honest penny. The only
thing is the readiness to use the hands and feet that
God has given us.
Harijan,  19-12-'36
I hold that a working knowledge of a variety of
occupations is to the working class what metal is to the
capitalist. A labourer's skill is his capital. Just as the
capitalist cannot make his capital fructify without the
co-operation of labour, even so the working man cannot
make his labour fructify without the co-operation of
capital. And, if both labour and capital have the gift
of intelligence equally developed in them and have
confidence in their capacity to secure a fair deal, each
at the hands of the other, they would get to respect and
appreciate each other as equal partners in a common
enterprise. They need not regard each other as inherently
irreconcilable antagonists. But the difficulty is that
whilst today capital is organized and seems to be securely
entrenched,   labour  is  not.   The   intelligence   of   the

